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Abstract.13

Background: Evidence suggests birth cohort differences in cognitive performance of older adults. Proxies of cognitive
reserve (CR), such as educational attainment and occupational complexity, could also partly account for these differences as
they are influenced by the sociocultural environment of the birth cohorts.
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Objective: To predict cognitive performance using birth cohorts and CR and examine the moderating influence of CR on
cognitive performance and structural brain health association.
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Methods: Using ADNI data (n = 1628), four birth cohorts were defined (1915–1928; 1929–1938; 1939–1945; 1946–1964).
CR proxies were education, occupational complexity, and verbal IQ. We predicted baseline cognitive performances (verbal
episodic memory; language and semantic memory; attention capacities; executive functions) using multiple linear regressions
with CR, birth cohorts, age, structural brain health (total brain volume; total white matter hyperintensities volume) and vascular
risk factors burden as predictors. Sex and CR interactions were also explored.
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Results: Recent birth cohorts, higher CR, and healthier brain structures predicted better performance in verbal episodic
memory, language and semantic memory, and attention capacities, with large effect sizes. Better performance in executive
functions was predicted by a higher CR and a larger total brain volume, with a small effect size. With equal score of CR,
women outperformed men in verbal episodic memory and language and semantic memory in all cohorts. Higher level of CR
predicted better performance in verbal episodic memory, only when total brain volume was lower.
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Conclusion: Cohort differences in cognitive performance favor more recent birth cohorts and suggests that this association
may be partly explained by proxies of CR.
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INTRODUCTION32

Cognitive aging is a heterogeneous process. A mul-33

titude of factors have been proposed to explain age-34

expected decline in cognitive performance in both35

normal [1, 2] and pathological cognitive aging (e.g.,36

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [3, 4]), such as age-related37

cerebral volume loss [5] and cerebrovascular lesions38

(e.g., white matter hyperintensities (WMH)) [2], as39

well as late-life type 2 diabetes [6], midlife hyperten-40

sion [7], obesity [8], and smoking [9]. Furthermore,41

it is observed that exposure to similar factors do not42

result in a similar cognitive decline in all individu-43

als. Cognitive reserve (CR) may be a mechanism by44

which an individual cope with neurological changes45

induced by normal or pathological aging, allowing46

them to live longer without cognitive impairment47

[10, 11]. CR is expected to influence the association48

between brain pathology and clinical outcome, such49

that individuals with high CR cope better with neu-50

rodegenerative pathology [12, 13]. Proxies of CR51

have been reported to influence the onset of cog-52

nitive deficits and decrease the risk of dementia53

[14, 15]. Thus, higher educational attainment [16],54

occupations characterized by higher complexity in55

adulthood [17, 18] and higher verbal intellectual quo-56

tient (IQ) [19] have been independently associated57

with better cognitive performance in late life.58

Although proxies of CR appear to be individual-59

centric, they are strongly influenced by the socio-60

cultural environment that shaped the lives of these61

individuals. Ipso facto older adults from different age62

groups may have had different educational, profes-63

sional, or cultural experiences throughout their lives64

[20] that could result in higher variance in their CR65

[21]. To examine the influence of broader sociocul-66

tural environment and its impact on CR and cognitive67

performance, the use of birth cohorts is indicated68

because they gather individuals who have shared69

common life experiences [20–22], which may have70

lasting effects on their cognitive function [23] and71

brain development [24].72

Many studies investigating the impact of age on73

cognitive performance in late life do not consider74

year of birth [21, 25]. This is particularly proble-75

matic in multi-wave, longitudinal studies, where indi-76

viduals of the same age are recruited over a long77

period of time and therefore from multiple birth78

cohorts [23]. It is then impossible to differentiate the79

influence of the sociocultural environment from that80

of age. Several studies have shown that later-born81

cohorts, when assessed at the same chronological 82

age, tend to perform better than earlier-born cohorts 83

on various cognitive tasks [26–29]. Munukka et al. 84

[30] found similar cohort differences in participants 85

assessed at age 75 and 80 for multiple cognitive 86

outcomes. Higher educational attainment in the later- 87

born cohorts explains much of the cohort differences 88

for both men and women in phonemic verbal fluency 89

(letter K; 3 min) at age 80, in processing speed (Digit 90

Symbol) at age 75 and 80, and only in men at age 91

75 for short-term memory (Digit Span). Higher years 92

of education and self-rated health were also found in 93

later-born cohort (1938-1939 and 1942-1943) com- 94

pared with the earlier-born cohort (1910 to 1914) 95

[30], highlighting improvements in terms of educa- 96

tion [23] and management of vascular risk factors, 97

known to contribute to dementia, over the past cen- 98

tury [21, 31]. In comparison to an earlier-born cohort 99

(1920 to 1930), a later-born cohort (1931–1941) was 100

shown to have better performance in global cog- 101

nition (Mini-Mental State Examination), inductive 102

reasoning (Raven Colored progressive matrices) and 103

processing speed (Digit Symbol) at age 65 [32]. 104

These differences were explained by education (exc- 105

ept processing speed) [32]. Despite that, these results 106

not only support the relevance of considering the 107

sociocultural environment when studying cognition 108

in aging, but also highlight the heterogeneity of oper- 109

ationalization across studies, as results depend on 110

the cognitive domains being assessed and the tests 111

being used [32]. Overall other sources of discrepan- 112

cies between the studies are differences in 1) birth 113

years (e.g., the Seattle Longitudinal Study cohorts 114

were partly born earlier [27] than most other studies); 115

2) operationalization of birth cohorts (e.g., formed 116

according to study’s recruitment years [26, 27, 30, 117

32, 33]; 3) number of years covered in each cohort 118

ranging from two [30] to 34 years [27]; 4) number 119

of birth cohorts compared ranging from two [26, 27, 120

30, 32] to four [33]); and 5) sociocultural specificities 121

regarding countries that may have undergone differ- 122

ent societal changes during the last hundred years 123

(e.g., United States [27, 33], Sweden [26], Nether- 124

lands [32], Finland [30]). Although some studies only 125

control for age [26], most of them have included indi- 126

vidual characteristics as covariates such as age, sex, 127

and education [27, 29, 32–35], as well as the presence 128

of self-reported chronic diseases (e.g., hypertension, 129

cerebrovascular disease, cancer, etc.) [27, 32]. How- 130

ever, none have considered brain volume or WMHs 131

burden nor have included proxies of CR other than 132

education. 133
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Our study aimed to examine birth cohort differ-134

ences in factors underlying potential birth cohort135

differences, namely proxies of CR, with birth cohorts136

defined by major historical events that occurred dur-137

ing the first half of the 20th century. We also examined138

the role of birth cohorts and CR on cognitive per-139

formances, as well as the influence of measures of140

structural brain health and vascular risk factors bur-141

den. We hypothesized that individuals from more142

recent birth cohorts and with higher CR would show143

better cognitive performance than those born ear-144

lier and with lower CR. We also expected that a145

healthier brain structure (larger brain volume, lower146

WMH burden) and fewer vascular risk factors would147

also predict better cognitive performance. We fur-148

ther posited that CR would moderate the association149

between structural brain health and cognitive perfor-150

mance, where a higher CR would compensate the151

impact of lower brain volume and higher WMH bur-152

den on cognitive performances.153

METHODS154

Participants and birth cohorts155

Data used in the preparation of this article156

were obtained from the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-157

roimaging Initiative (ADNI) database in May 2021.158

Launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership159

and led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner,160

MD, the primary goal of ADNI is to test whether161

serial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron162

emission tomography, other biological markers, and163

clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be164

combined to measure the progression of mild cogni-165

tive impairment (MCI) and early AD. Approval from166

the local ethics board (CIUSSSCN #2021–2054) and167

written informed consent of the participants were168

obtained as part of the ADNI study. Recruited through169

67 sites in the United States and Canada, partici-170

pants were aged 55–90, were fluent in English or171

Spanish and had completed at least six grades of edu-172

cation. Participants undergo a series of initial tests173

that are repeated at intervals over subsequent years,174

including a clinical evaluation, neuropsychological175

tests, and MRI scan (for up-to-date information, see176

http://adni.loni.usc.edu/). The present study included177

participants with normal cognition (NC) with or with-178

out subjective memory complaints, MCI and AD.179

Diagnostic classification was made by ADNI clini-180

cal investigators using established research criteria181

for NC, MCI [36], and AD [3, 37]. At baseline,182

participants’ demographics were obtained, including 183

observed sex (recorded as men or women), year 184

of birth, ethnicity, number of years of education, 185

and main occupational attainment during adulthood. 186

Birth cohorts were formed according to preexisting 187

generations in the United States population census 188

and to major historical events that have occurred in 189

the United States and Canada [20]. They were clas- 190

sified as World War I, Spanish influenza pandemic 191

and pre-Great Depression (≤ 1928), Great Depres- 192

sion (1929 to 1938), World War II (1939 to 1945), 193

and post-World War II and Baby boom (≥ 1946). 194

Measures of cognitive reserve 195

Since composite proxies are likely to be a better 196

representation of CR than single indicators [38, 39], 197

we created a composite score of CR using the sum of 198

scores of different validated proxies (i.e., education 199

[40, 41], complexity of main occupational attainment 200

during adulthood [42–44], and verbal IQ [45]), each 201

coded into three categories (0, 1 or 2). With each score 202

having the same weight, the CR score ranged from 0 203

to 6 with higher scores indicating a greater CR. 204

Education 205

The number of years of education was categorized 206

into three levels based on the American educational 207

system, as similarly done in previous studies [40, 208

41], where ≤ 12 years of education (high school and 209

lower) were coded as 0, between 13 and 16 years 210

(college and undergraduate programs) as 1, and ≥ 17 211

years (graduate programs and higher) as 2. 212

Occupational complexity 213

Previous studies have shown that the best way 214

to assess the influence of occupational attainment 215

on cognitive performances in older age is by judg- 216

ing it according to the relative complexity of its 217

accomplishment [42–44]. Therefore, the complex- 218

ity of main occupational attainment during adulthood 219

was scored by three independent raters (VT and two 220

other) using the ten major groups of the Interna- 221

tional Standard Classification of Occupations 2008 222

(ISCO-08) [46], as previously published [42]. As 223

recommended by the ISCO-08, we have classified 224

military works into a group of similar civilian jobs 225

since the armed forces have jobs of varying com- 226

plexities. Therefore, only low-skill military jobs (e.g., 227

physical or manual) were classified as “Armed Forces 228

Occupations” (group 10; representing Major Group 229

0 in the ISCO-08 but renamed as group 10 to fit 230

http://adni.loni.usc.edu/
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hierarchical skill levels). Participants who have never231

had a job (e.g., housewives, househusbands) were232

classified as “Elementary occupations” (group 9).233

Briefly, group 1 corresponds to the most complex234

jobs and group 10 corresponding to the least complex235

jobs (Supplementary Table 1 for details). Cohen’s236

kappa was used to assess inter raters’ reliability, with237

a resulting estimate averaged across coder pairs of238

0.719 (rater pair kappa estimates = 0.695 [raters 1 and239

2], 0.765 [raters 2 and 3], and 0.696 [raters 1 and 3]),240

indicating substantial agreement according to Lan-241

dis and Koch [47]. The major occupational groups242

were then categorized into three levels according to243

skill levels also described in the ISCO-08 (from 1 to244

4, with higher score indicating a greater skill level),245

where groups 1 and 2 (skill level 4) were coded as 2,246

group 3 (skill level 3) as 1 and groups 4 to 10 (skill247

levels 1 and 2) as 0.248

Verbal intellectual quotient249

Verbal IQ was estimated using the American ver-250

sion of the National Adult Reading Test [48]. The251

number of errors made was transformed into an esti-252

mated verbal IQ using the formula of Grober and253

Sliwinski [49], as previously done [45]. Estimated254

verbal IQ was categorized in three levels based on255

standard IQ mean and standard deviation (M = 100,256

SD = 15) [50], where estimates ≤ 115 (average: –1257

to 1 SD) were coded as 0, between 116–123 (above258

average: 1 to 1.5 SD) as 1 and ≥ 124 (high above259

average: > 1.5 SD) as 2.260

Measures of structural brain health261

Anatomical brain measurements were obtained262

from a standardized, high-quality, 3D volumetric263

T1-weighted acquisition on either 1.5 or 3 Tesla264

MRI (Siemens Medical Solutions, Philips Medi-265

cal Systems or General Electric Healthcare) [51].266

Baseline total brain volumes, an indicator of global267

brain anatomy, were derived from these T1-weighted268

images using the “recon-all -all” command of269

FreeSurfer 6.0 (http://freesurfer.net) [52] on the raw270

images with the fully automated directive parameters271

(no manual intervention or expert flag options) on the272

CBRAIN platform [53]. We then transformed total273

volumes into z-scores, adjusting for estimated total274

intracranial volume, scanner manufacturer, magnetic275

field strength, image resolution and image quality, as276

per the process defined in Potvin et al. [54] and based277

on normative data from 6,909 healthy individuals.278

WMHs were used as proxies of cerebrovascu- 279

lar burden. WMHs are typically assessed using 280

Fluid-attenuated Inversion Recovery (FLAIR) or dual 281

T2-weighted and proton density scans, which have 282

optimum contrast for detecting such lesions. How- 283

ever, as FLAIR sequence was not included in ADNI 284

until 2010, this would have substantially reduced 285

our sample size. We therefore used a previously 286

validated segmentation technique to automatically 287

segment WMHs from T1-weighted images using a 288

set of intensity and spatial features and a Random 289

Forest classifier [55, 56]. Although WMH volumes 290

obtained from T1-weighted are smaller than FLAIR 291

volumes, they are still able to retain high correla- 292

tions in all brain regions (r = 0.96) [55]. Total WMH 293

volumes were calculated in the stereotaxic space to 294

make population comparisons possible. Because of 295

abnormal distribution with a positive skewness, raw 296

volumes were log-transformed. 297

Measures of vascular risk factors burden 298

At baseline physical examination, participants had 299

a blood draw after 6 h fasting overnight to extract 300

fasting plasma glucose levels. A diagnosis of type 301

2 diabetes was based on a fasting plasma glucose 302

reading ≥ 126 mg/dL [57]. Systolic and diastolic 303

blood pressures were also taken in a sitting position. 304

Hypertension was diagnosed based on a high systolic 305

(≥ 130 mm Hg) or diastolic (≥ 80 mm Hg) reading 306

[58]. Participants’ height and weight were also col- 307

lected. Obese range was determined by a body mass 308

index ≥ 30 kg/m2 [59]. Lifetime smoking history 309

(past or current smoker) was also recorded. 310

A vascular index score was calculated by sum- 311

ming four dichotomous variables created for the four 312

vascular risk factors mentioned above (each coded 313

as 0 = absent versus 1 = present), as previously pub- 314

lished [60–62]. The vascular index was multiplied 315

by –1, ranging from 0 to –4 with lower negative 316

scores corresponding to a higher vascular risk factors’ 317

burden. Since vascular risk factors seldom occur in 318

isolation, using a combined score is likely to improve 319

sensitivity in detecting their impacts [60]. 320

Measures of cognitive performance 321

Cognitive performance (our dependent variable) 322

was evaluated using ten neuropsychological tests, 323

representing four cognitive domains. Verbal episodic 324

memory was assessed with the Mini-Mental State 325

Examination (three words delayed recall), the 326

http://freesurfer.net
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Logical Memory I and II (number of elements cor-327

rectly recalled for story A, immediate and delayed328

conditions) of the Wechsler Memory Scale, the Rey329

Auditory Verbal Learning Test (15 words recalled in330

five learning trials, after interference list and after331

delay) and three subtests of the Alzheimer’s Disease332

Assessment Scale-Cognitive (ADAS-Cog), namely333

Word recall, Delayed free recall and Word recogni-334

tion. Language and semantic memory were assessed335

with the subtest Naming Objects and Fingers (num-336

ber of objects [maximum 12] and fingers [maximum337

5] named) of the ADAS-Cog and with Semantic ver-338

bal fluency test (number of animals named in one339

minute). Attention capacities were assessed with the340

time required to complete the Trail Making Test341

(TMT) Part A (150 s maximum) and with the sub-342

test Number Cancellation (49 target hits maximum)343

of the ADAS-Cog. Finally, executive functions were344

assessed with the ratio of the time to complete the345

TMT Part B (300 s maximum) divided by the time to346

complete Part A (B/A). This ratio reduce the influence347

of speed and isolate the additional time associated to348

the task switching cost of Part B [63].349

In order to maximize reliability and generaliz-350

ability [25], for each cognitive domain, a composite351

score was created by averaging the z-scores from352

each test, except for verbal episodic memory. TMT353

scores were multiplied by –1 since higher score354

meant lower performance. Because of a negatively355

skewed distribution, TMT B/A ratio was reflected and356

log-transformed before calculating the z-scores. For357

verbal episodic memory, Crane et al. [64] compos-358

ite z-score was used since it accounts for different359

versions of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test360

administered through ADNI, with the second version361

being more difficult than the first [64]. The latter was362

then transformed in z-score based on the mean and363

standard deviation of the study sample.364

Statistical analyses365

Descriptive statistics for participants’ characteris-366

tics were carried out for the total sample and across367

birth cohorts. To identify significant differences368

between the birth cohorts, one-way ANOVAs and369

Tukey’s test for post-hoc analyses were performed.370

Sex differences across birth cohorts on CR score and371

individual proxies’ scores (education; complexity of372

occupation; verbal IQ) was assessed through factorial373

ANOVAs. When sex and birth cohorts’ interac-374

tions were statistically significant, one-way ANOVAs375

were conducted for women and men separately. The376

normed scores of total brain volume and the log- 377

transformed total WMH volume were transformed 378

in z-scores based on the mean and standard devi- 379

ation of the study sample. Linear regressions were 380

conducted to predict each cognitive domain compos- 381

ite scores (i.e., verbal episodic memory; language 382

and semantic memory; attention capacities; execu- 383

tive functions) with age, birth cohorts, CR, structural 384

brain health (total brain volume; total WMH volume), 385

and vascular index as predictors. Dummy coding was 386

applied to birth cohorts with the earliest birth cohort 387

(1915 to 1928) as the reference. To investigate the 388

potential moderation influence of CR on structural 389

brain health and cognitive performance association, 390

the interactions between total brain volume and CR 391

(Brain x Cognitive reserve) and between total WMH 392

volume and CR (WMH x Cognitive reserve) were 393

tested. The interaction between gender and CR was 394

also investigated. For significant Sex x Cognitive 395

reserve interactions, a separated regression model for 396

men and women was performed. All statistical analy- 397

ses were conducted using SPSS Statistics 26.0 (IBM 398

Corp., Armonk, NY) and tested with an alpha level of 399

0.05. Inspection of the residuals was done to ensure 400

that the linear regression assumptions were met. 401

RESULTS 402

Sociodemographics 403

We excluded a total of 72 participants as they were 404

missing one of the main variables (Table 1). Partici- 405

pants included in the present study were similar to the 406

excluded group in terms of age (M = 73.5, SD = 7.2 407

in our final sample versus M = 71.5 years, SD = 7.8 in 408

the excluded sample; p = 0.502), sex (47.4%, n = 771 409

versus 48.6% women, n = 35; p = 0.747), year of 410

birth (M = 1937, SD = 9.4 versus M = 1941, SD = 9.5; 411

p = 0.780), years of education (M = 16.1, SD = 2.8 412

versus M = 15.0, SD = 3.3; p = 0.094), and on diag- 413

nostic (43.5% MCI and 17.3% AD versus 29.2% MCI 414

and 54.2% AD; p = 0.152). 415

Descriptive statistics for all demographic and clin- 416

ical variables are provided in Table 2. The study 417

sample consisted of 1,628 participants, of whom 418

91.8% were white, with most participants born in 419

the 1929–1938 cohort. A large proportion of partic- 420

ipants achieved a high educational level (42.2% had 421

≥ 17 years of education), held more complex jobs 422

(58.8% classified in the ISCO-08’s groups 1 and 2; 423

Supplementary Table 1) and had verbal IQ estimates 424

well above average (29.1% had estimates ≥ 124). 425
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Table 1
Flowchart of participants included in analyses

Total NC MCI AD

Participants with ADNI baseline T1-weighted MRI 1,700 651 729 320
scans that passed segmentation quality control
↓
Excluded participants with missing 47 3 13 31
neuropsychological data
↓
Excluded participants with missing 25 9 8 8
cognitive reserve data
↓
Final analyses 1,628 639 708 281

ADNI, Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NC, normal cognition;
MCI, mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer’s disease.

Comparisons across all birth cohorts showed that426

participants from the most recent birth cohort were427

younger (p < 0.0001), were mainly women (p <428

0.0001; 23.5% more in 1946–1964 versus 1915–429

1928), had more years of education (p < 0.0001)430

and higher verbal IQ estimates (p = 0.001). The431

most recent birth cohort (1946–1964) gained, on432

average, one year of education and 2.2 units of433

verbal IQ estimate compared to the earliest born434

cohort (1915–1928). Participants born more recently435

showed a healthier brain structure, suggested by a436

larger total brain volume (p < 0.0001) and a lower437

total WMH volume (p < 0.0001), compared to those438

born earlier. Out of 1,628 participants, 497 (30.5%)439

had missing data in at least one of the factors of the440

vascular index but were still included in the final441

analyses. For these participants, missing data were442

coded as 0 (absence of the vascular risk factor) in443

the computation of the vascular index. Two or more444

vascular risk factors were present in 28.5% of the445

participants, whereas 30.6% had none. Comparisons446

between all birth cohorts revealed a decrease in hyper-447

tension (p = 0.002; 10.2% lower in 1946–1964 versus448

1915–1928) and an increase in obesity (p < 0.0001;449

12.1% higher in 1946–1964 versus 1915–1928).450

Although there appeared to be a decrease, no statisti-451

cally significant difference between all birth cohorts452

was observed for type 2 diabetes (8.4% less in453

1946–1964 versus 1915–1928) and smoking (26.5%454

less in 1946–1964 versus 1915–1928).455

Cognitive reserve across birth cohorts456

Birth cohorts’ influence on CR score and prox-457

ies are reported in Table 3. Statistically significant458

differences between birth cohorts were found for459

CR (p < 0.0001), education score (p < 0.0001), com-460

plexity of occupation score (p = 0.004) and verbal461

IQ score (p = 0.002). Post-hoc comparisons revealed 462

that participants born in the most recent cohort 463

(1946 to 1964) compared to those born in the 464

two earliest birth cohorts (1915–1928; 1929–1938) 465

had greater CR (p < 0.0001; p = 0.005), were more 466

educated (p < 0.0001; p = 0.023) and had a higher 467

verbal IQ (p = 0.011; p = 0.001). They held more 468

complex occupation compared to the earliest birth 469

cohort (1915–1928; p = 0.002). Participants born dur- 470

ing World War II (1939–1945) were more educated 471

than those born during the earliest cohort (p = 0.042). 472

Those born during the Great Depression (1929–1938) 473

held more complex occupation than those born in the 474

earliest cohort (p = 0.045). 475

Cognitive reserve across sex and birth cohorts 476

Significant differences between men and women 477

were observed for CR (p < 0.0001), education score 478

(p < 0.0001) and complexity of occupation score 479

(p < 0.0001), but not for verbal IQ score (p = 0.386). 480

Significant interaction between sex and birth cohorts 481

were found for CR (p = 0.011) and complexity of 482

occupation’s score (p < 0.0001), but not for educa- 483

tion score (p = 0.063) and verbal IQ score (p = 0.881). 484

Means and standard deviations of scores of CR 485

and its proxies are reported in Table 3. Between- 486

group comparisons in men revealed no main effect 487

of birth cohorts for scores of CR and complexity 488

of occupation (p ≥ 0.441). In women, between- 489

group comparisons revealed a significant influence of 490

birth cohorts for CR (p < 0.0001) and complexity of 491

occupation score (p < 0.0001). Post-hoc comparisons 492

revealed that women born in the most recent cohort 493

(1946–1964) had greater CR (p ≤ 0.018) compared 494

to all previous cohorts. Compared to the two earliest 495

birth cohorts (1915–1928 and 1929–1938), they also 496

held more complex jobs (p ≤ 0.002). Women born 497
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Table 2
Baseline characteristicsa of participants, by birth cohorts

Birth Cohorts

1915–1928 1929–1938 1939–1945 1946–1964 p
All (World War I, (Great (World (post-World

Spanish influenza, Depression) War II) War II,
pre-Great Baby boom)

Depression)
N = 1,628 N = 338 N = 628 N = 320 N = 342

Age (y) 73.5 (7.2) 82.4 (3.2) 75.2 (4.0) 70.3 (4.5) 64.8 (4.5) < 0.0001
Year of birth (y) 1937 (9.4) 1924 (3.0) 1934 (2.7) 1942 (2.0) 1950 (3.7)
Women 771 (47.4%) 124 (36.7%) 282 (44.9%) 159 (49.7%) 206 (60.2%) < 0.0001
Baseline diagnostic

Normal cognition 639 (39.3%) 90 (26.6%) 235 (37.4%) 126 (39.4%) 188 (55.0%)
Mild cognitive impairment 708 (43.5%) 161 (47.6%) 275 (43.8%) 149 (46.6%) 123 (36.0%)
Alzheimer’s disease 281 (17.3%) 87 (25.7%) 118 (18.8%) 45 (14.1%) 31 (9.1%)

Cognitive reserve score 3.5 (1.9) 3.3 (1.9) 3.5 (1.9) 3.6 (1.9) 3.9 (1.7)
Education (years) 16.1 (2.8) 15.6 (3.1) 16.0 (2.8) 16.1 (2.7) 16.6 (2.4) < 0.0001

0: High school and lower, ≤ 12 238 (14.6%) 69 (20.4%) 95 (15.1%) 44 (13.8%) 30 (8.8%)
1: College and undergraduate, 13–16 703 (43.2%) 145 (42.9%) 276 (43.9%) 134 (41.9%) 148 (43.3%)
2: Graduate, ≥ 17 687 (42.2%) 124 (36.7%) 257 (40.9%) 142 (44.4%) 164 (48.0%)

Estimated verbal IQ 117.7 (9.5) 117.2 (9.6) 116.9 (9.8) 117.7 (9.3) 119.4 (8.6) 0.001
0: Average, ≤ 115 578 (35.5%) 132 (39.1%) 241 (38.4%) 110 (34.4%) 95 (27.8%)
1: Above average, 116–123 577 (35.4%) 111 (32.8%) 221 (35.2%) 120 (37.5%) 125 (36.5%)
2: High above average, ≥ 124 473 (29.1%) 95 (28.1%) 166 (26.4%) 90 (28.1%) 122 (35.7%)

ISCO-08 complexity of occupation
0: Skill levels 1-2, groups 4–10 429 (26.4%) 108 (32.0%) 165 (26.3%) 86 (26.9%) 70 (20.5%)
1: Skill level 3, group 3 241 (14.8%) 56 (16.6%) 80 (12.7%) 51 (15.9%) 54 (15.8%)
2: Skill level 4, groups 1-2 958 (58.8%) 174 (51.5%) 383 (61.0%) 183 (57.2%) 218 (63.7%)

Vascular indexb –1.4 (0.9) –1.4 (0.8) –1.4 (0.9) –1.2 (0.9) –1.4 (1.0) 0.071
Hypertension 1,069 (65.7%) 240 (71.0%) 429 (68.3%) 192 (60.0%) 208 (60.8%) 0.002
Obesityc 303 (18.6%) 48 (14.2%) 105 (16.7%) 60 (18.8%) 90 (26.3%) < 0.0001
Type 2 diabetesd 97 (6.0%) 35 (10.4%) 44 (7.0%) 11 (3.4%) 7 (2.0%) 0.143
Ever smokede 513 (31.5%) 137 (40.2%) 240 (38.2%) 89 (27.8%) 47 (13.7%) 0.704

Structural brain measures (Z scores)
Total brain volume 0.0 (1.0) –0.7 (0.8) –0.2 (0.9) 0.3 (0.9) 0.8 (0.9) < 0.0001
Total WMH volumef 0.0 (1.0) 0.6 (1.1) 0.1 (1.0) –0.3 (0.8) –0.6 (0.6) < 0.0001

Cognitive performances (Z scores)
Verbal episodic memory 0.0 (1.0) –0.4 (0.9) –0.1 (1.0) 0.2 (1.0) 0.4 (0.9) < 0.0001
Language and semantic memory 0.0 (0.8) –0.3 (0.8) –0.1 (0.8) 0.1 (0.6) 0.4 (0.6) < 0.0001
Attention capacities 0.0 (0.9) –0.4 (0.8) –0.1 (0.9) 0.2 (0.8) 0.3 (0.8) < 0.0001
Executive functions 0.0 (1.0) –0.2 (1.0) –0.0 (1.0) 0.1 (1.0) 0.1 (0.9) < 0.0001

Differences between birth cohorts were examined by ANOVAs for continuous variables and with Kruskal-Wallis for categorical variables. IQ, intellectual quotient; ISCO-08, International Standard
Classification of Occupations 2008; WMH, white matter hyperintensities. a Values shown are mean (standard deviation) or number (percentage); b 497 missing values; c 2 missing values; d 496
missing values; e 357 missing values; f Negative Z scores mean lower WMH burden.
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Table 3
Means, standard deviations, and one-way analyses of variance in cognitive reserve score (0 to 6) and proxies’ scores (0 to 2) across birth

cohorts

Variable 1915–1928 1929–1938 1939–1945 1946–1964 F(3, 1624)a p

M SD M SD M SD M SD

Cognitive reserve
Women 2.71 1.95 3.20 1.90 3.36 1.89 3.94 1.72 12.50 ∗∗∗∗
Men 3.56 1.88 3.72 1.84 3.73 1.88 3.85 1.73 0.72 0.541
Total 3.25 1.95 3.49 1.89 3.55 1.89 3.90 1.72 7.24 ∗∗∗∗

Education
Women 1.02 0.74 1.12 0.69 1.21 0.69 1.39 0.66
Men 1.25 0.73 1.37 0.69 1.40 0.70 1.40 0.62
Total 1.16 0.74 1.26 0.70 1.31 0.70 1.39 0.64 6.44 ∗∗∗∗

Complexity of
occupation

Women 0.81 0.91 1.16 0.90 1.21 0.90 1.45 0.80 13.96 ∗∗∗∗
Men 1.42 0.81 1.50 0.81 1.39 0.83 1.41 0.83 0.90 0.441
Total 1.20 0.89 1.35 0.87 1.30 0.87 1.43 0.81 4.55 0.004

Verbal IQ
Women 0.89 0.78 0.92 0.80 0.94 0.77 1.11 0.79
Men 0.89 0.84 0.85 0.80 0.93 0.82 1.04 0.80
Total 0.89 0.81 0.88 0.80 0.94 0.79 1.08 0.79 5.03 0.002

∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001. N = 1,628. IQ, intellectual quotient. aOne-way ANOVAs for women (n = 771), F(3, 767); One-way ANOVAs for men (n = 857),
F(3, 853).

during World War II (1939–1945) have greater CR498

(p = 0.018) and held more complex jobs (p = 0.001)499

compared to the earliest cohort (1915–1928). Women500

born during the Great Depression (1929–1938) held501

more complex jobs (p = 0.001) compared to those502

born in the earliest cohort (1915–1928).503

Prediction of cognitive performance 504

Variables predicting each cognitive performance 505

score are reported in Table 4. The models explained 506

28.2% of the variance for verbal episodic memory, 507

20.8% for language and semantic memory, 20.3%

Table 4
Linear regression analyses for variables predicting cognitive performance in four cognitive domains (N = 1628)

Verbal episodic Language and Attention Executive
memory semantic capacities functions

memory

Predictors B SE B p B SE B p B SE B p B SE B p

(Intercept) –3.26 0.45 ∗∗∗∗ –1.30 0.36 ∗∗∗∗ –2.34 0.41 ∗∗∗∗ –0.46 0.51 0.368
Age 0.03 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ 0.01 0.00 0.033 0.02 0.00 ∗∗∗∗ 0.00 0.01 0.944
Birth cohortsa

1915–1928
1929–1938 0.22 0.07 0.001 0.17 0.06 0.002 0.24 0.06 ∗∗∗∗ 0.06 0.08 0.469
1939–1945 0.46 0.09 ∗∗∗∗ 0.32 0.07 ∗∗∗∗ 0.44 0.09 ∗∗∗∗ 0.08 0.11 0.441
1946–1964 0.62 0.12 ∗∗∗∗ 0.48 0.09 ∗∗∗∗ 0.54 0.11 ∗∗∗∗ 0.02 0.13 0.906

Cognitive reserveb 0.18 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ 0.12 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ 0.08 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ 0.11 0.02 ∗∗∗∗
Total brain volume 0.41 0.05 ∗∗∗∗ 0.19 0.04 ∗∗∗∗ 0.29 0.05 ∗∗∗∗ 0.15 0.06 0.010
Total WMH volume –0.11 0.05 0.021 –0.09 0.04 0.013 –0.13 0.04 0.002 –0.03 0.05 0.553
Vascular indexc –0.02 0.02 0.401 –0.02 0.02 0.387 –0.00 0.02 0.969 0.00 0.03 0.971
Brain × Cognitive –0.03 0.01 0.016 –0.01 0.01 0.171 –0.01 0.01 0.259 –0.01 0.01 0.617

reserve
WMH × Cognitive –0.01 0.01 0.451 0.01 0.01 0.229 –0.00 0.01 0.916 –0.00 0.01 0.740

reserve
Sex × Cognitive –0.08 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ –0.03 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ –0.02 0.01 0.068 –0.00 0.01 0.986

reserve
∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001. All outcomes presented as Z scores. Sex (men = 1, women = 0). WMH, white matter hyperintensities. a 1915–1928 is the
reference. 1929–1938, 1939–1945 and 1946–1964 : 1 = born in this cohort, 0 = born in another cohort. b Cognitive reserve score ranging from
0 (low reserve) to 6 (high reserve). c Vascular index ranging from 0 (no vascular risk factor burden) to –4 (high vascular risk factors burden).
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for attention capacities, and 7.2% for executive func-508

tions. The effect sizes of associations were all large,509

with the exception of executive functions which was510

small. CR and total brain volume contributed signif-511

icantly to all models. Birth cohorts, age, and total512

WMH volume contributed significantly to predict513

performances in verbal episodic memory, language514

and semantic memory, and attention capacities. The515

vascular index did not significantly predict cogni-516

tive performance in any models. We further tested517

the non-linear effect of the aging process and results518

showed statistically significant contribution of age519

squared in all models (Supplementary Table 2; Sup-520

plementary Figure 1). Compared to the reference521

birth cohort (1915 to 1928), the regression coeffi-522

cients increase as the birth cohorts become more523

recent. As for the CR score, the higher it was, the 524

higher the performance scores were in all cogni- 525

tive domains. In order to test the interaction between 526

birth cohorts and CR in a parsimonious way, we re- 527

duced the number of categories of birth cohorts 528

using a single dummy variable (0 = 1915 to 1938, 529

1 = 1939–1964) which allowed to be added to the 530

model. Results showed no interaction between birth 531

cohorts and CR for any prediction (Supplementary 532

Table 3). 533

Cognitive performance across diagnoses 534

Previous studies have reported that higher CR 535

delays the onset of AD, but once diagnosed with 536

AD, individuals with higher CR declined more 537

Fig. 1. Prediction of cognitive performance scores by cognitive reserve’s score across birth cohorts and sex. 95% confidence intervals are
shown as shaded areas around the regression lines.
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rapidly than those with lower CR (e.g., [65]). Hence-538

forth, we conducted subgroup analyses for each of539

the cognitive groups (NC, MCI, AD; Supplemen-540

tary Figure 2). The results in MCI participants (n =541

708; Supplementary Table 5) were nearly similar542

to those obtained with the whole sample, where543

more recent birth cohorts performed better than the544

earlier cohort (except for executive functions). The545

influence of birth cohorts was only observed in pre-546

dicting attention capacities in AD participants (n =547

281; Supplementary Table 6), whereas only in pre-548

dicting verbal episodic memory in NC participants549

(n = 693; Supplementary Table 4). Higher CR pre-550

dicted better performances in all cognitive domains551

for non-demented participants, while only in verbal552

episodic memory and executive functions for AD553

participants. In both clinical groups (MCI and AD),554

higher total brain volume predicted better perfor-555

mances in verbal episodic memory and attention556

capacities.557

Sex and cognitive reserve moderation roles558

There was a significant interaction between sex and559

CR in predicting verbal episodic memory, and lan-560

guage and semantic memory (Table 4), where, for561

equal CR scores, women outperformed men in all562

birth cohorts (Fig. 1). Results are shown in Table 5 for563

women and in Table 6 for men. In predicting verbal564

episodic memory, the model explained 27.3% of vari-565

ance in women and 25.7% in men. Age, birth cohorts,566

CR and total brain volume contributed significantly to 567

predict verbal episodic memory performances in both 568

sexes. Total WMH volume contributed significantly 569

to the model only in women. In predicting language 570

and semantic memory, the model explained 22.7% of 571

the variance in women and 18.6% in men. CR and 572

total brain volume contributed significantly to pre- 573

dict language and semantic memory performances in 574

both sexes. In women, age, more recent birth cohorts 575

1939–1945 and 1946–1964, and total WMH volume 576

contributed significantly to the model. In men, all 577

birth cohorts contributed significantly to the model, 578

while total WMH volume did not. In either women or 579

men models, vascular index did not contribute signif- 580

icantly to any prediction. Finally, CR only moderated 581

the association between total brain volume and verbal 582

episodic memory in men. 583

Regarding the moderation role of CR in the asso- 584

ciation between structural brain health and cognitive 585

function, CR only moderated the association between 586

total brain volume and verbal episodic memory 587

performance (B = –0.03, p = 0.016), while the other 588

interactions were not found statistically significant. 589

As shown in Fig. 2, when total brain volume is low, 590

individuals with high CR (score between 5 and 6) 591

have better verbal episodic memory than those with 592

moderate (score between 3 and 4) or low (score 593

between 0 and 2) CR. In contrast, when total brain 594

volume is large, having a high, moderate, or low 595

CR does not seem to significantly influence verbal 596

episodic memory. 597

Table 5
Linear regression analyses for variables predicting cognitive performance in Women (n = 771)

Verbal episodic Language
memory and semantic

memory

Predictors B SE B p B SE B p

(Intercept) –3.44 0.68 ∗∗∗∗ –1.54 0.50 0.002
Age 0.04 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01 0.019
Birth cohortsa

1915–1928
1929–1938 0.28 0.11 0.014 0.11 0.08 0.187
1939–1945 0.45 0.15 0.002 0.24 0.11 0.028
1946–1964 0.69 0.18 ∗∗∗∗ 0.40 0.13 0.002

Cognitive reserveb 0.14 0.02 ∗∗∗∗ 0.12 0.01 ∗∗∗∗
Total brain volume 0.45 0.07 ∗∗∗∗ 0.20 0.05 ∗∗∗∗
Total WMH volume –0.15 0.07 0.037 –0.15 0.05 0.005
Vascular indexc –0.01 0.04 0.904 0.01 0.03 0.631
Brain x Cognitive reserve –0.02 0.02 0.398 –0.01 0.01 0.363
WMH x Cognitive reserve 0.01 0.02 0.472 0.02 0.01 0.097
∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001. All outcomes presented as Z scores. WMH, white matter hyperintensities. a 1915–1928 (n = 124) is the reference. 1929–1938
(n = 282), 1939–1945 (n = 159) and 1946–1964 (n = 206): 1 = born in this cohort, 0 = born in another cohort. b Cognitive reserve score ranging
from 0 (low reserve) to 6 (high reserve). c Vascular index ranging from 0 (no vascular risk factor burden) to –4 (high vascular risk factors
burden).
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Table 6
Linear regression analyses for variables predicting cognitive performance in Men (n = 857)

Verbal episodic Language
memory and semantic

memory

Predictors B SE B p B SE B p

(Intercept) –3.17 0.58 ∗∗∗∗ –1.08 0.51 0.035
Age 0.03 0.01 ∗∗∗∗ 0.01 0.01 0.439
Birth cohortsa

1915–1928
1929–1938 0.19 0.09 0.030 0.20 0.08 0.007
1939–1945 0.47 0.12 ∗∗∗∗ 0.37 0.10 ∗∗∗∗
1946–1964 0.57 0.15 ∗∗∗∗ 0.55 0.13 ∗∗∗∗

Cognitive reserveb 0.14 0.02 ∗∗∗∗ 0.10 0.01 ∗∗∗∗
Total brain volume 0.37 0.07 ∗∗∗∗ 0.18 0.06 0.003
Total WMH volume –0.05 0.06 0.394 –0.04 0.05 0.424
Vascular indexc –0.04 0.03 0.224 –0.04 0.03 0.144
Brain x Cognitive reserve –0.03 0.02 0.041 –0.01 0.01 0.317
WMH x Cognitive reserve –0.03 0.02 0.058 0.00 0.01 0.894
∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001. All outcomes presented as Z scores. WMH, white matter hyperintensities. a 1915–1928 (n = 214) is the reference. 1929–1938
(n = 346), 1939–1945 (n = 161) and 1946–1964 (n = 136): 1 = born in this cohort, 0 = born in another cohort. b Cognitive reserve score ranging
from 0 (low reserve) to 6 (high reserve). c Vascular index ranging from 0 (no vascular risk factor burden) to –4 (high vascular risk factors
burden).

DISCUSSION598

In this study, we investigated the differences in cog-599

nitive performances in 1628 participants aged 55 to600

90 years at baseline across birth cohorts defined by601

major historical events—those born between 1915602

and 1928 (reference group; World War I, Spanish603

influenza pandemic and pre-Great Depression), 1929604

and 1938 (Great Depression), 1939 and 1945 (World605

War II), and 1946 and 1964 (post-World War II and606

Baby boom). The specific contributions of CR, birth607

cohorts, age, structural brain health and vascular risk608

factors burden were examined, as well as the poten-609

tial moderator role of CR in the association between610

brain structure and cognitive performance. In line611

with our hypotheses, results revealed that more recent612

birth cohorts, higher CR and healthier brain structures613

predicted better performance in verbal episodic mem-614

ory, language and semantic memory, and attention615

capacities, whereas better performance in executive616

functions was predicted by a higher CR and a larger617

total brain volume. Indeed, greater CR (i.e., higher618

education, higher complexity of occupational attain-619

ment, higher verbal IQ) predicted significantly better620

performance in all cognitive domains, with up to621

0.18 SD per unit of CR (total of 6) added to cog-622

nitive performance z-score. CR was the third most623

important predictor for verbal episodic memory and624

language and semantic memory, and the most impor-625

tant for executive functions, whereas it was the fifth626

for attention capacities. As for birth cohorts, the more 627

recent they were, the better the cognitive perfor- 628

mance. Cohort born between 1929 and 1938, between 629

1939 and 1945, and between 1946 and 1964 had 630

cognitive performance that was respectively 0.24 631

SD, 0.46 SD, and 0.62 SD higher than the earliest 632

cohort (1915–1928). The most recent birth cohort 633

(1946–1964) followed by the birth cohort 1939–1945 634

were the most important predictors of performance in 635

all cognitive domains, except for executive functions. 636

Interactions between sex and CR were observed in 637

verbal episodic memory, and language and semantic 638

memory, with women outperforming men in all birth 639

cohorts at equal CR. As expected, we found that, in 640

participants with lower brain volumes, a high CR pre- 641

dicted better performance in verbal episodic memory 642

than moderate or low CR; the magnitude of CR did 643

not matter when total brain volume was larger. 644

The identification of birth cohort effects (char- 645

acteristics restricted to a group of individuals born 646

at the same time), which should be investigated by 647

distinguishing them from age effects (characteristics 648

associated with aging regardless of date of birth) and 649

period effects (characteristics associated with living 650

during a specific historical period, perhaps related 651

to an exposure that occurred only during that time) 652

[34, 66], could shed light on cohort-specific factors 653

contributing to the interindividual variability reported 654

in cognitive performance and decline [21, 31]. The 655

birth cohort into which the individual was born rep- 656

resents the influence of the sociocultural environment 657
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Fig. 2. Prediction of cognitive performance scores by brain measures across cognitive reserve’s score. 95% confidence intervals are shown
as shaded areas around the regression lines. WMH, white matter hyperintensities.

on childhood development. Subsequent years of life658

(i.e., adolescence, adulthood) may belong to this659

same cohort as well as to subsequent cohorts. This660

must be taken into account when interpreting the661

results of studies of birth cohort differences. Fur-662

thermore, historical cohorts or generational improve-663

ments in cognitive performance do not outweigh the664

negative influences of aging-related factors. Instead,665

cohort differences may be seen as a proxy for mod- 666

erating variables [27] that best influence cognitive 667

performance in later life, such as CR. Hence, having 668

birth cohorts and CR associated with cognitive per- 669

formance is consistent with the CR hypothesis [11], 670

which suggests that other factors may contribute to 671

explaining the gap between the pathology and cogni- 672

tive functioning.
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Domain-specific differences between birth673

cohorts in cognitive performance674

Our results corroborate past findings showing675

domain-specific differences between birth cohorts in676

older individuals’ cognitive performance (e.g., verbal677

episodic memory [34, 35]; language and semantic678

memory [27, 29, 33, 35]; attention capacities [29,679

30, 32, 33]), but were also inconsistent with previous680

studies (e.g., verbal episodic memory [32]; attention681

capacities [26]; executive functions [27, 30, 33]).682

In these latter studies, design and heterogeneity of683

measurements may have led to discrepancies with684

our findings. Thus, cohort differences in attention685

capacities performance found in the present study686

were previously observed using tests of processing687

speed (e.g., Digit Symbol, TMT Part A) [29, 30, 32,688

33], but were not present while using a combination689

of two tests (i.e., Digit Symbol and Figure iden-690

tification), without adjustment for education [26].691

Also, in disagreement with our finding, past studies692

reported that later-born cohorts outperformed earlier-693

born cohorts in executive functions, but these studies694

mainly assessed this cognitive domain with a phone-695

mic verbal fluency test [27, 30, 33]. Although one696

of the latter studies [33] assessed executive func-697

tions with a second measure similar to ours (i.e.,698

TMT Part B), a significant birth cohort influence was699

still found. Regarding verbal episodic memory per-700

formance, Brailean et al. [32] found opposite results701

to ours in participants aged 65 to 75, with the earlier702

born cohort (1920 to 1930) performing better than703

a later born cohort (1931–1941) in immediate recall704

(no differences in delayed recall) on the Dutch ver-705

sion of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, after706

adjusting for education. Many factors may explain707

this discrepancy such as a memory test with more708

familiar words for the earlier born cohort [32], dif-709

ference in the administration of the test between the710

two birth cohorts (1995 versus 2005) and changes in711

the Dutch education system from rote learning for712

earlier-born cohort to discovery and active learning713

for later-born cohorts [67].714

Cognitive reserve as a moderator in structural715

brain health and cognitive performance716

association717

In our study, CR acted as a moderator in the718

association between total brain volume and ver-719

bal episodic memory performance. This result is720

coherent with the CR hypothesis [10, 11] and721

results of past studies (e.g., [68]), where individ- 722

uals with higher CR cope with and tolerate more 723

age-related brain changes/pathologies and maintain 724

better cognitive performance than those with lower 725

CR. Hence, a higher CR may no longer facilitate cog- 726

nitive performance when dementia-related neuro- 727

pathology exceeds a certain critical threshold [69], 728

albeit at a higher level than in individuals with 729

lower/moderate CR. In individuals with larger brain 730

volume, CR may not be as necessary to support cog- 731

nitive performance since they are likely to show lower 732

level of dementia-related neuropathology compared 733

to those with more pronounced atrophy. 734

Sex and gender impacts on cognitive reserve and 735

performance 736

Our results are similar to those of Bloomberg et al. 737

[35] who report that women in all birth cohorts (1930 738

to 1938, 1939–1945, 1946–1955) outperformed men 739

in verbal episodic memory (i.e., immediate recall of 740

a word list) and language and semantic memory (i.e., 741

semantic verbal fluency – animal). This finding is 742

coherent with those of a recent meta-analysis show- 743

ing an advantage for women on more verbal task in 744

episodic memory [70]. However, previous studies of 745

sex differences in semantic verbal fluency perfor- 746

mance have yielded conflicting results, with some 747

showing an advantage for men [71] or women [72]. 748

This may be partly explained by the nature of spe- 749

cific semantic categories used in the verbal fluency 750

test [72]. Furthermore, our results are in line with 751

the recent finding showing that the Flynn effect (i.e., 752

the observed rise over time in standardized intelli- 753

gence test scores) is larger for women than for men 754

[73], suggesting that women benefit more than men 755

from improved living conditions [70]. Indeed, sig- 756

nificant changes in gender roles have marked the 757

last century, including increasing women’s access 758

to education and participation in the labor market 759

[74]. In our sample, we showed that women who 760

were born more recently had greater CR and held 761

more complex jobs than their earlier-born coun- 762

terparts, revealing gender improvements throughout 763

the century. Regarding the increase in occupational 764

complexity, women born during the earliest cohort 765

(1915 to 1928) likely entered the labor force dur- 766

ing the Great Depression (1929–1938), during which 767

the highest unemployment rates were reached in the 768

United States, while women born during the Great 769

Depression likely entered the labor force during 770

World War II (1939–1945), a pivotal period during 771
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which women began to work in clerical jobs pre-772

viously held by men in order to free them up to773

go to war. Women were employed in the United774

States historically, but married working women were775

mostly uneducated and worked in low-complexity776

jobs prior to the 1940s. They occupied the role of777

secondary workers in the family and their useful-778

ness in the labor market faded when family incomes779

increased sufficiently [74]. Furthermore, regardless780

of sex or gender, a growing number of studies have781

shown that more challenging work environments,782

suggesting more complex occupations, are related to783

higher levels of cognitive functioning [75, 76]. Work784

environments that have complex demands and allow785

workers to exercise greater control and responsibility786

in decision-making are thought to promote cogni-787

tive functioning in adults [77]. Moreover, data from788

the Seattle Longitudinal Study suggest that later-born789

cohorts report exercising more control and innovation790

in their daily work lives [78].791

Historical changes, cognitive reserve, and health792

Over the past century and even more so during793

the first half of the 20th century, major historical794

events such as World Wars, pandemic and economic795

crisis, have caused our societies to evolve towards796

sociocultural changes that have influenced individual797

development [79]. Drastic changes are usually related798

to war and historical events, resulting in extremely799

unfavorable living conditions, interruption of educa-800

tion, and lack of health and social care in the early801

life. From 1910 to 1940, secondary schooling and802

graduation rates increased substantially in most of803

the United States, with the median years of school804

attained by the adult population, 25 years old and805

over, increasing from 8.1 to 8.6 years, and reaching806

12.3 years during the 1940s and 1950s [80]. This rise807

in educational attainment may have enabled higher808

levels of complexity in occupational attainment [81]809

and promoted higher intellectual capacities [23]. Our810

results are coherent with these secular trends where811

proxies of CR improved across birth cohorts, with812

more recent-born participants having more educa-813

tion, more complex jobs, and higher verbal IQ at814

older ages, and thus higher CR, compared to their815

earlier-born counterparts. Previous studies showed816

similar increase of education level with successive817

birth cohorts (e.g., [30, 33, 82, 83]). Secular trends in818

proxies of CR can be considered as potential reasons819

for the improvement in cognitive performance across820

generations [34], which could offer the later-born821

participants an initial advantage in cognitive perfor- 822

mance [32]. 823

Likewise, increased accessibility to health care and 824

advances in public health interventions (e.g., vaccina- 825

tions) has contributed to reduced disease burden and 826

improved living conditions [79]. Therefore, secular 827

trends in vascular risk factors for dementia can also 828

be investigated as potential explanations for the favor- 829

able trends in cognitive performances and dementia 830

incidence [20, 21]. Based on data from five consec- 831

utive cross-sectional national surveys (1960 to 1998) 832

among the United States population aged 20 to 74 833

years, the prevalence of hypertension and smoking 834

has declined [84], and the prevalence of type 2 dia- 835

betes [85], hypercholesterolemia [84], and obesity 836

[86] has increased. Coherent with this secular trend, 837

we observed a significant decrease in rates of hyper- 838

tension diagnosis, and an increase rate of obesity. 839

Although not statistically significant, a downward 840

trend in type 2 diabetes and smoking was observed 841

across successive birth cohorts. Regarding the vas- 842

cular index, the latter did not contribute significantly 843

to any predictive model. Related to this reduction in 844

vascular risk factor burden, we observed an improve- 845

ment of structural brain health across birth cohorts, 846

indicated by an increase of total brain volume and a 847

decreased of total WMH volume. Although age could 848

partly explain our result, a Rotterdam study reported 849

a similar improvement in brain health in individuals 850

aged 60 to 90 years—as indicated by larger brain vol- 851

ume, less brain atrophy and less cerebral small vessel 852

disease—in the most recent cohort [87]. 853

Strengths and limitations 854

One of the strengths of this study is the used of the 855

ADNI data. This allows us to compare older adults 856

aged 55 to 90 years, born up to 49 years apart, on 857

the same cognitive tests and to study in more detail 858

the structural brain health and vascular risk factors’ 859

burden. The birth cohorts were formed on the basis of 860

major historical events that marked the past century 861

and thus provide a better insight into the differences 862

obtained. Furthermore, we considered multiple prox- 863

ies of CR, allowing a more adequate estimation of 864

CR. Limitations of this study include those related 865

to the ADNI data. As such, assessment of sex is not 866

exhaustive, as it is only observed (male or female), 867

and gender was not evaluated. As the ADNI data is 868

known for its educated and predominantly white par- 869

ticipants; people who are socially disadvantaged are 870

less likely to take part in such research [20], which 871
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could limit the generalizability of our results. Further872

studies should clarify whether our results can be repli-873

cated with lower socioeconomic individuals. Because874

of the selection bias of highly educated participants,875

we further acknowledge that the somewhat restricted876

variability of the education level might not enable us877

to fully capture its statistical independent contribu-878

tion. Also, birth cohort differences may be related to a879

selective survival bias with earlier born cohorts more880

likely to represent a more selected group of individu-881

als. Likewise, our later born cohorts are younger than882

their earlier counterparts, which may have influenced883

the results.884

CONCLUSIONS885

To conclude, our study provides additional find-886

ings to the growing evidence of cohort differences in887

levels of cognitive performance favoring more recent888

birth cohorts and suggests that this association may889

be explained by the sociocultural improvements in890

proxies of CR. Our results revealed that later-born891

participants were more educated, held more complex892

jobs, and had higher verbal IQs than their earlier-893

born counterparts, which may have provided them894

an initial advantage in cognitive performance. The895

observations of larger birth cohort effects remain896

important for researchers and clinicians who use cog-897

nitive measures to assess cognitive functioning in898

older adults. Standardization of cognitive batteries,899

interpretation of test scores, establishment of cut-900

off scores, and decision-making based on cognitive901

assessments need to be done in the context of secular902

changes, that is cohort and generations effects [29].903
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